I AM

1. What is the Movie director’s Name?

2. What happened to make him change his life?

3. What were his injuries?

4. What movies has Tom Shadyac produced and directed?

5. List the things he believed were wrong with the world or what society thinks will make you happy?

6. What did Ivan Boski say was good on the campus of California Berkeley?

7. What characteristics are listed as human kind’s basic nature or values?

8. How do animals practice democracy to make decisions?

9. What is the strongest instinct people have?

10. How do you come into being a human?

11. What are we born to do emotionally?

12. What job did Tom’s father have for 13 years?
13. Which organ is in charge of your body?

14. What emotions affected the meter connected to yogurt?

15. What event happened to affect the 65 random number generators worldwide?

16. What is reality?

17. What is the inert element that is 1% of a breath of air?

18. What is needed for change to take place?

19. What is the caused by the fundamental law of nothing in nature taking more than something or someone needs?

20. What did the Dali Llama is the most important meditation we can do now?

21. Who is mentioned to be the power of one?

22. What is Tom Shadyac doing now?

23. What is right with the world?
24. Describe what were the main ideas, goals or purpose of the video "I AM"?

25. In a paragraph what did you like about the video I AM?